Despite widespread media publicity in 1975, almost all aspects of the Hughes Glomar Explorer project are still classified, and it is important that they remain so. The widespread publicity has contained much fact and extensive error. It remains important to protect sources and methods which may have future application.

In the course of continuing litigation related to the project—principally concerning California State tax liability, Freedom of Information Act matters, and a patent infringement claim—several facts about the Glomar Explorer project have been acknowledged in court by the U.S. Government. These include the fact of CIA sponsorship of the project for "intelligence collection purposes," the participation of Hughes Tool Company, the Summa Corporation, and Global Marine, Inc.; and the actions of senior CIA officials in 1975 to attempt to persuade members of the media not to broadcast or publish reports concerning the project. Beyond these few details, however, it is still firm U.S. Government policy that nothing further about the project is to be said or acknowledged. This prohibition was recently reaffirmed by the President's Advisor for National Security Affairs, the Secretaries of State and Defense, and the D.C.I. It applies particularly to the specific purpose of the AZORIAN mission; the degree of success; operational details; participation of other contractors, government organizations, and individuals; classified technology; and project funding matters.

The following article is being published because it now is possible to discuss most of the foregoing matters and other classified project details at the SECRET NOFORN level rather than in the TOP SECRET compartmentation which previously applied to all aspects of the AZORIAN project. Nevertheless, there has been no relaxation of the necessity to keep most of the details of the AZORIAN project classified for the foreseeable future.

PROJECT AZORIAN:

THE STORY OF THE HUGHES GLOMAR EXPLORER

(b)(3)(c)

In March 1968 a Soviet submarine of the G-II class was lost with all hands, 16,500 feet below the surface of the Pacific Ocean.

On 8 August 1974 a recovery system designed and developed specifically for that mission.

The story of the more than six years intervening is the story of Project AZORIAN, that is, the story of the Hughes Glomar Explorer.*

AZORIAN ranks in the forefront of imaginative and bold operations undertaken in the long history of intelligence collection. It combined immense size and scope, advanced technological development, complex systems engineering and testing, unusually severe cover and security requirements, a demanding mission scenario in an unforgiving marine environment, the potential for a serious confrontation with the Soviet Union, a difficult and technically unusual exploitation phase, and high cost.

The project became widely known to the media in early 1975. At a time when the Central Intelligence Agency was under investigation by two committees of Congress and many members of the press, the CIA was credited in some newspaper editorials

* The full name of the ship is the MV Hughes Glomar Explorer, as shown in Figure 5. Global Marine, Inc., operates a number of ships with the word Glomar in their names.
with pursuing its tradecraft in a most imaginative manner and doing what intelligence organizations are supposed to do—collect intelligence. Other articles were critical of the project, its cost, and method of operation.

Many senior U.S. Government officials, including three Directors of Central Intelligence, two Secretaries of Defense, two Secretaries of State, and two Presidents, were personally knowledgeable of the program and recognized it as an innovative undertaking of great magnitude and complexity. Key members of four Congressional committees were also kept informed of project progress and reviewed budget requests for the project.

Because the AZORIAN Project was of such huge dimensions in cost, risk, and intelligence value, it sometimes caused difficult problems for the officials who had to make the major decisions affecting it. Some of the questions did not lend themselves to clear-cut unequivocal answers: the intelligence value of the target after six years on the ocean floor, for example, or the political or physical response of the Russians if they should learn of the recovery effort. Because of these difficult questions, there could not be and was not unanimity of opinion among senior officials in CIA, Defense, State, the White House, and other agencies collectively responsible for AZORIAN and the decision on whether or not to proceed. Differences of opinion were expressed and debated in appropriate forums, both before the project was initiated and during its lifetime. These differences are expressed candidly in this article in several places.

In March 1975, columnist Jack Anderson disclosed the existence of the Hughes Glomar Explorer (HGE) project on national television and radio. The original press leak had occurred in the Los Angeles Times in February 1975. The Times story was unspecific, and wrong in important facts, but it gradually developed into a widespread security problem for the program before the Anderson disclosure.

The original leak resulted from an improbable series of events following a break-in and robbery in June 1974 at Summa Corporation headquarters in Los Angeles. It was thought that among the stolen documents there might be a memorandum from a senior Hughes official to Howard Hughes describing a proposed CIA attempt to recover a sunken Soviet submarine and requesting Hughes' approval for Hughes Company participation. Thus it became necessary to brief several persons involved in the investigation in order to protect the document from disclosure if it were recovered. While the source of the leak was never identified, the circumstances became known to reporters who were covering the story and were disclosed in the Los Angeles Times story. Extraordinary efforts by DCI Colby and others were able to contain the spread of the story for a time, but it eventually became widely known in press circles, and Anderson decided to break it.

This article describes how the Glomar project—code-named AZORIAN, not "JENNIFER" as stated in the press—came about, how it was managed and conducted, and to what extent it met its goal. Subsequent articles will describe how the MATADOR program, and other related issues.

Project Origin

The diesel-powered Soviet G-II-class ballistic missile submarine pendant 79(b)(1) sailed from Petropavlovsk on about 1 March 1968 to take a patrol station
northeast of Hawaii, off the west coast of the United States, where it would be available for nuclear attack on U.S. targets in event of war. The submarine suffered an accident—cause unknown—and sank 1,560 miles northwest of Hawaii. With the 722 out of contact and overdue, the Soviets undertook a massive two-month search effort covering a broad area from Petropavlovsk to the patrol area northeast of Hawaii. The Soviet search was fruitless.

Senior officials in the Department of Defense and CIA recognized that if it were feasible to devise a plan to recover important components of the submarine, extremely valuable information on Soviet strategic capabilities would be obtained.

Organizing for Recovery

Discussions regarding the feasibility of recovering components of the G-722 took place between technical representatives of CIA and the Department of Defense during the latter months of 1968 and in early 1969. These talks resulted in a letter to the Director of Central Intelligence, Richard Helms, from the Deputy Secretary of Defense, David Packard, on 1 April 1969. Packard, referring to the sunken submarine, asked for a study of what could be done in the next few years to recover significant components. He asked CIA to take the lead

(b)(1)
and designated Dr. John Foster, Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DD/R&E) as the point for coordination. Mr. Helms designated Carl Duckett, Deputy Director for Science and Technology (DD/S&T) as the CIA focal point.

(b)(1)
(b)(3)(c)
During early July 1969 CIA representatives, including John Parangosky and worked
(b)(1)
coordinated and approved by mid-July 1969.
(b)(3)(c)

On 17 July 1969, Helms advised Packard that considerable work had been accomplished
(b)(1)
to undertake submarine recovery; that Duckett had met with
(b)(3)(c)
and work was in progress to develop a charter for it, that an Agency task force was studying the retrieval problems associated with the sunken G-II
(b)(1)

On 8 August 1969, outlined to a high-level Executive Committee consisting of Packard as Chairman; Helms; and the Science Advisor to the President, Dr. Lee DuBridge) the proposed organization for the submarine recovery effort, including structure, management, assets, personnel assignments, and intelligence objectives.

ExCom approved the establishment of the new organization and the allocation of resources and personnel, and agreed that the President should be advised of its establishment. This was done in a memorandum from Dr. Kissinger to President Nixon, which the President approved.

(b)(1)

Ernest "Zeke" Zellmer, a senior CIA official from the DDS&T, who was a Naval Academy graduate and a submarine officer during World War II, Deputy Director,
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Agreement describing the organization's detailed responsibilities, management structure, and working relationships was signed by Packard and Helms on 19 August 1969. Among other features, it specified that the staffing of the new organization should reflect the best talent available from the CIA.

Security policy and procedures were in accordance with the basic agreement, which placed security management responsibility for the new security system, code-named JENNIFER, with the Director of Security, CIA, acting for the DCI. The Director of Security, in turn, delegated everyday security responsibility to the Chief of the Special Security Center (SSC) at CIA and directed him to establish compartmentation procedures to insulate JENNIFER data from data relating to other programs.

From the beginning, extraordinary security was imposed and clearances severely limited to those with an absolute need-to-know. It was clear at all stages of the AZORIAN Project that it had to be leak-proof to enable the mission to be conducted without diplomatic or physical interference from the Soviets. Therefore, air-tight security and effective cover were of the utmost importance, and project continuation depended upon them completely.

The original CIA task force for Project AZORIAN, established on 1 July 1969 in the became the program headquarters complement, carried in Agency records as the Special Projects Staff, DDS&T. John Parangosky, who had previously held key assignments in the Agency IDEALIST (U-2) and OXCART (A-12) aircraft reconnaissance programs, was named to head this staff. a senior CIA officer and Naval Academy graduate, was appointed as his Deputy.

Development of Engineering Concept

Parangosky initially assembled a small task force of engineers and technicians, who were closeted each day in a large room dubbed the "think tank," to develop an engineering concept to recover the Soviet submarine.

Because of the great difficulty and complexity of the recovery problem, the task force called on three security-cleared contractors for early help: for structures and mechanisms; for naval architecture; and for sensors. Principal criteria for the recovery concept were technical and operational feasibility, timeliness of implementation (get the system into the field as soon as possible for an early recovery mission), and reasonableness of costs. The group quickly immersed itself in the problem, fully aware of the challenge of a uniquely difficult task. No country in the world had ever succeeded in raising an object of this size and weight from such a depth.

1. Early Concepts

Three basic categories of lift concepts were considered for use in the early studies: total "brute force" or direct lift; trade ballast/buoyancy; and at-depth generation of buoyancy. Each is reviewed below:

a. Total "Brute Force" (Direct) Lift, referred to as the Rosenberg Winch, involved massive floating winches with wire ropes of the necessary strength to manage
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the total weight of the target object (believed, at that time, to be about 2,000 to 2,200 long tons).

Use of a “drill string” (i.e., a “string” of connecting pipe) was discarded by the task force in the early discussions because it was difficult to envisage how the massive pipe required could be successfully deployed. It was believed at that time that the weight of the pipe alone could not be supported from the surface and still allow enough strength and lifting capacity for the submarine hull section.

b. In the Trade Ballast/Buoyancy concept, buoyant material would be carried to the bottom using excess ballast. On the bottom the ballast would be dropped, generating sufficient positive buoyancy to extricate the target from the bottom and help lift it to the surface.

c. At-Depth Generation of Buoyancy envisaged the generation of gas at depth to create buoyancy to lift the target. Methods reviewed were electrolysis of seawater, cryogenic gases (hydrogen, nitrogen), catalytic decomposition of hydrazine, and chemical generation of hydrogen through the reaction of active metals (e.g., sodium, lithium) or metal hydrides (e.g., lithium hydride).
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(b)(1)
(b)(3)(c)
4. Engineering Concept Selected

By late July 1970, the heavy-lift concept was clearly the favored system to develop for the recovery mission. From that time on, it was given full attention by appropriate parties, the formal authorization to concentrate studies on the heavy-lift method on September 1970 during a briefing at the Pentagon.

As the engineering concept was being formalized, a deep-ocean mining cover story was beginning to take form to explain all the project activities, particularly those planned for at-sea operations.

Executive Committee Approval

At the 30 October 1970 Executive Committee meeting, addressed the matter of conceptual development for target recovery. He described the dead-lift (brute force) concept which would be designed to lift the estimated 1,750-ton target object from the 16,500-foot depth by means of heavy-lifting equipment mounted on a large (565' by 106') surface ship.
As mentioned previously, a deep-sea mining venture was to be used as the cover story for this operation. To support this theory, a mining device would be constructed which could be handled by the surface ship and mated into its center well. A submersible dry dock was also planned to complete the system.

As with all engineering concepts, technical risk areas were involved, and identified the major ones. They were characterized as being within the state-of-the-art but requiring a major beef-up to handle the weights and pressures involved. The control system was also considered a risk area, but its feasibility had already been demonstrated by another Global Marine ship, the Glomar Challenger, which drilled a hole in the sea floor, withdrew the drill bit, and then placed a new bit into the same drill hole in deep water earlier in 1970. Further, it pointed out that an extensive simulation program would be conducted to define the dynamic characteristics and stresses of the system. Initial analyses had not uncovered any unexpected or insurmountable problems.

All in all, at that time estimated the probability of success at about 10 percent, a not very assuring number. (This estimate continued to rise, however, as
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design, development, and testing proceeded. Just prior to the mission, the probability of success to be about 90 percent.) Helms stated that the ad hoc committee of the U.S. Intelligence Board (USIB) had completed a detailed review of the value of the AZORIAN target on which they had placed the highest priority, and he concurred in their assessment.

Dr. Edward David, the President’s Science Advisor, asked assurance there was that the desired material he also questioned whether it would be in an exploitable condition when recovered.

pointed out that there were two basic questions to be answered: should the organization proceed all-out with AZORIAN? If so, where would funding be obtained? Packard answered that not all data on fund availability were known, but that nevertheless should go ahead with the AZORIAN project.

Some concluding remarks were made by others at the meeting. Dr. John Foster, Director of Defense Research & Engineering, observed that there appeared to be an underestimation by those present of the value of the target and of the impact AZORIAN would have. Helms commented that he was more confident in regard to this project than to some others because of the thorough work that had been done up to that point.

Packard summed up the proceedings of this meeting and said the consensus was to proceed with AZORIAN. He felt that planning should be done on a level but said it would be necessary to identify possible sources of funding.

Recovery Systems Modification

reported back to ExCom on 24 March 1971 on technical and design progress of AZORIAN. Total cost now was projected to with the
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principal cost increases attributable to two factors: (1) extended operations to permit more adequate systems testing, and (2) cover enhancement and recomputation of general and administrative expenses. Increases in hardware costs were relatively small.

The Crucial 4 August ExCom Meeting

The next ExCom meeting, on 4 August 1971, proved to be crucial to the life of the project.

Packard opened by stating he considered it necessary to terminate AZORIAN because of the risks involved, escalating costs, and the general budget situation. Nevertheless, he asked to brief ExCom on program status.

The "other increases" included, for example, modifications of the well area for safety reasons; design and manufacture of a small mining machine for cover purposes; and other contractor cost increases.

There was an extended ExCom discussion of the cost growth problem along with the strained budget status, the anticipated very high intelligence value of the target, and the operational risks. Packard concluded that the project should be continued for a few months, but that should consider alternatives in case it were subsequently terminated. This guidance was later expanded to direct a thorough cost review while permitting procurement of long-lead items. However, the keel of the surface ship should not be laid until further approval.

Budgetary Shoals

The 4 August 1971 ExCom meeting was but the first of a number of recurring occasions on which AZORIAN nearly foundered over cost increases and operational risks. Some of the original recovery concepts such as buoyancy lift had been price-tagged as low as the chosen concept was first costed in 1970. In less than a year it had jumped more than 50 percent to some
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On 4 October, Packard authorized the proceeds with AZORIAN, (b)(3)(C) directed that every effort be made to contain costs within the then-refined total program cost off (b)(3)(C).

In April 1972, Packard reported to ExCom that the keel for the surface ship had been laid by Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock Co., Chester, Pa., which had been selected to build the surface ship was proceeding with fabrication of the docking well gate guides and the temporary bottom structure for the docking well and preparing to lay the keel.

By the early fall of 1971, Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock Co., Chester, Pa., which had been selected to build the surface ship was proceeding with fabrication of the docking well gate guides and the temporary bottom structure for the docking well and preparing to lay the keel.
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By the early fall of 1971, Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock Co., Chester, Pa., which had been selected to build the surface ship was proceeding with fabrication of the docking well gate guides and the temporary bottom structure for the docking well and preparing to lay the keel.
equipment—control center, sensors, and control, power, and data-transmission subsystems—had been completed during FY 1971.

By April 1972, 55 pieces of the pipe string had been poured—and final delivery of all 590 pieces at dockside was scheduled for 7 June 1973.

All data-processing functional requirements were defined and documented during December 1971, and the configuration of computers and associated peripheral equipment was put in final form in January 1972.

Managerial Views of Program in 1972

At the ExCom meeting on 28 July 1972, [redacted] pointed out that AZORIAN had been developed as a one-of-a-kind system intended for a specific job and that because of this uniqueness and the need to accomplish the mission at the earliest possible time, work on the system was proceeding concurrent with design and production. The consequence had been that the amassing of a considerable body of knowledge enhanced the chances of success, but it had also necessitated some costly changes along the way. [redacted] said he expected delivery of the ship in the spring of 1973, and operational deployment in the summer of 1974. He pointed out that recent major changes had driven the total system cost to more than [redacted]. These changes included ship hull strengthening, modification of propulsion shafting, increased electrical capacity, the incorporation of a sewage system to meet new ecological standards, and an improved pipe-string handling process. In addition, a second and more expensive subcontractor had been brought into pipe-string production to meet the tight delivery schedule. [redacted] had construction of the whole AZORIAN system was expected to be largely completed by the end of FY 1973.

Early Political Feasibility Evaluation by 40 Committee

At this 28 July 1972 ExCom meeting, it was agreed that the 40 Committee should be asked for an early evaluation of the political feasibility of conducting the mission in mid-1974, in the light of increasing concern that by that time the developing political climate might prohibit mission approval. On 14 August 1972 Kenneth Rush, who had succeeded David Packard as Deputy Secretary of Defense and thereby as chairman of ExCom, forwarded two documents to the 40 Committee, one an intelligence reevaluation of the submarine target object by the ad hoc Committee of USIB, the other a summary of the program’s technical, operational, cover, and security factors. He reported to the 40 Committee in his covering memorandum that AZORIAN was proceeding on schedule [redacted] it would reach an accrued cost of [redacted] by 31 August 1972, and was expected to cost [redacted] for completion. In the light of the developing political climate and uncertain budget problems, he said, ExCom was requesting a preliminary political assessment.

On 15 August 1972, Rush forwarded to Helms and David copies of three memoranda relative to the AZORIAN assessment which he had received from the Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr.; the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Intelligence), Dr. Hall; and DIA Director Vice Admiral de Poix. All three to varying degrees judged that the value of the anticipated intelligence gain from the mission was less than that estimated by the ad hoc Committee, pointed to the escalating costs and political risks of AZORIAN, and generally felt that the program should be terminated. Zumwalt, while not recommending immediate termination,
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stated his strong reservations about continuing AZORIAN and recommended that the cost-benefits be studied further with relation to the total DoD intelligence program. (b)(3)(c) forwarded a detailed report to Hall which discussed in detail expected benefits potentially derivable from recovery of the G-722 target object. It was clear that (b)(3)(c) was still favorable as far as expected mission intelligence value was concerned.

In any event, all these papers and the assessment of the ad hoc Committee of USIB which reaffirmed the expected important intelligence gains including those in crypticographic areas were forwarded to 40 Committee by Deputy Secretary Rush on 21 August 1972 along with CIA comments which took issue with Zumwalt’s and Hall’s memoranda.

At this crucial juncture Admiral Moorer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, sent a memo to the 40 Committee on 28 August stating that he could not support the proposed AZORIAN mission, primarily because of decreased intelligence value of the target with the passage of time since the G-722 sank in March 1968, the escalating costs which he believed would continue, and the possibility of strong reaction from the Soviets if they suspected the nature of the activity.

Helms countered on 14 September with a memo to Chairman, 40 Committee, which argued for a continuation of AZORIAN. While agreeing that the differing judgments around the community concerning the intelligence value of items and systems believed to be aboard the G-722 were understandable in such a difficult program, Helms urged a decision to proceed based on the documentation prepared by the joint program organization and the USIB ad hoc Committee assessment, which he considered an accurate national evaluation of intelligence potential. He further believed the technical risks were acceptable in view of the expected intelligence value, and that a political judgment as to whether to conduct the mission could be made satisfactorily only at mission time. He also believed the risk of further significant cost increase was low, and that in any case the costs recoverable if the program were terminated would be small.

Then, on 18 September 1972, Rush weighed in with his judgment. Because of current and continuing political relationships and negotiations with the Soviet Union, he believed it undesirable to execute AZORIAN as then planned. He predicted the Soviets would react strongly with physical force if they learned of the nature of the mission beforehand, and even if they discovered its nature only at a later date, U.S.-Soviet relationships and negotiations would be seriously damaged. He also believed there was a high risk of technical failure, and estimated the chances of technical success at 20 to 30 percent based on the existing program schedule and budget. Rush did not take issue with Helms’ evaluation of the intelligence benefits but believed that, overall, the program should be terminated in view of high political and technical risks. He shared Helms’ concern about the effects of termination on contractor relationships, because the major contractors had publicly committed themselves to a large ocean mining endeavor. Helms felt that a termination now would appear capricious to contractors and jeopardize future cooperative efforts with the intelligence community when contractor support would be needed.

The AZORIAN Review Panel

Rush made the next major move by establishing a panel under Hall to review and refine AZORIAN cost data, to examine projected savings if the program were
cancelled, and, alternatively, to look at technical risk areas that he believed might lead to greater costs; he invited Helms to provide a panel member. The AZORIAN Review Panel consisted of representatives of the DCI, Office of the Science Advisor to the President, Defense Contract Audit Agency, and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), and was convened by Helms and Rush.

The panel reported back to Rush on 11 December 1972. By way of background, the report stated that the program had been organized around four major developmental tasks: surface ship, capture vehicle, pipe string, and data-processing systems, and that program management had been highly effective with the result that all key phases of the program were on schedule. The key phases included developments on the boundary of the state-of-the-art, such as some of the largest forgings ever made, entirely new pipe metallurgy, and a lifting apparatus that could not be fully tested prior to the actual mission operation. The new and dramatic individual developments led to some legitimate concern about the future technological risks. The panel could not in the time available examine the program's technical uncertainties, but stated that such a bold engineering undertaking must be considered a high-risk venture. The panel concluded:

1. The saving to the government, if AZORIAN were terminated, would range between (b)(3)(c) depending upon the effectiveness of the cover operation and availability of a competitive market.

2. Should the program be continued, the estimated cost growth could range from (b)(3)(c) assuming that the mission was accomplished on the planned date.

3. Current schedule and program office planning should allow the mission to be performed on the target date.

4. There was no way to test the full system in advance of the actual lift operation, and engineering unknowns at the time provided the greatest uncertainty in the program.

In a separate report on 21 November 1972, and member of the AZORIAN Review Panel, concluded as a result of his overview of the project that the technical prognosis was good, project management was excellent, and schedule and cost aspects had been tracking reasonably well. He noted that the project was then entering a critical testing phase wherein difficulties had to be expected despite anticipatory efforts that had been exerted to date. He believed that further cost growth would probably develop during the testing phase, but that substantial offsets could be generated as well.

Regarding costs noted that total project cost had grown by 66 percent estimated in October 1970 based on contractor proposals, and by six percent from the (b)(3)(c) at which the contracts were calculated in December 1971. Considering the highly developmental nature of the undertaking, he regarded this as a creditable performance. AZORIAN, he said, was clearly a bold engineering undertaking which staggered the imagination. It reflected a massive degree of concurrency in design, development, and production, and — being without precedent in its totality — must be considered a high-risk venture. Each element of the total system, however, had highly professional scientific and engineering attention, and thorough testing routines were planned short of the final operation.
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The 40 Committee Decision to Proceed

The 28 July 1972 ExCom decision to seek a 40 Committee review culminated on 11 December 1972. After the most intensive, detailed, and broad-based examination to date of all facets of the program, the final decision, made by the President, was to continue the AZORIAN project, with 40 Committee exercising appropriate policy supervision. In his memo on that date to 40 Committee principals, Dr. Kissinger said the President was impressed by the project’s creative and innovative approach to a complicated task and that he praised the cooperation among elements of the intelligence community to serve a national objective.

(b)(1)
(b)(3)(c)

So, almost four years after the initial discussions between Agency and DoD representatives about the feasibility of recovering the G-722, a very crucial milestone had been passed, the most important in a long series of high-level program reviews which, at times, had threatened the continued existence of the AZORIAN program. Now, with the Presidential green light, the program office redoubled its efforts to keep all work and planning on schedule to maximize the chances of success in 1974.

Construction and Delivery of HGE

In April 1971, Robert F. Bauer, chairman of the board of Global Marine, Inc., had issued a press release announcing that GMI would build a 600-foot mining ship for the Hughes Tool Company (HTC). The following month, the GMI Quarterly Financial Report to the stockholders mentioned that a preliminary agreement had been reached with Sun Shipbuilding Company for construction of the ship. On 4 November 1972, the Hughes Glomar Explorer was launched with the usual champagne christening ceremony and speeches by Bauer and by Paul Reeve, general manager of the Ocean Mining Division of the HTC. At the same time, a press release was made available to the news media providing general information about the Hughes Glomar Explorer and some of the principal contractors.

Between 25 November and 23 December 1972, the ship’s well-gate guides were installed. The next few months at Sun Shipyard were somewhat hectic as the HGE was readied for builders’ trials, scheduled for mid-April 1973 to verify to Global Marine the satisfactory basic operation of the ship and its operating equipment and machinery. Additionally, certain tests were scheduled to obtain certification by the U.S. Coast Guard and the American Bureau of Shipping. Sea trials were conducted under normal operating and weather conditions, in open sea and deep water, and, where applicable, in the presence of Global Marine, Sun Shipbuilding, the U.S. Coast Guard, the American Bureau of Shipping, and various vendors or subcontractors.

Trials and tests were divided into three categories: general items including trim and ballast, dual pilot houses, lifeboat drill, and vibration; standard ship tests which involved main propulsion, speed trials, turning radius, astern and emergency steering, stabilizing system, calibration of propulsion and thruster motors; and unconventional ship tests such as checking docking legs, gimbal bearings, and the dynamic positioning system.


Summary of Trials and Trial Data—Builder's Trials

The HGE (see Figure 5), left Sun Shipyard, Chester, Pa., on 12 April, down the Delaware River and through Delaware Bay into the Atlantic Ocean where all tests were conducted in an area approximately 75 nautical miles southeast of Delaware Bay. There were 203 people on board, either participating in or observing the trials. Sun Shipyard had four key operating personnel, four who were supervising, and also a large number of engineers, electricians, pipe fitters, and operating crew; Global Marine had 58 representatives with an engineering group; and the Special Project Staff had several representatives under cover. The American Bureau of Shipping and the U.S. Coast Guard also had several representatives on board.

The ship and its equipment and machinery were operated by Sun Ship personnel only, and tests and trials were carried out under normal operating conditions, in good weather and calm seas. All scheduled tests were accomplished successfully in all areas. The ship's handling during the tests was reported as follows: "HGE overall seaworthiness, mobility, and response is excellent." A few major and a number of minor discrepancies were noted which Sun Ship and Global Marine were responsible for correcting before the ship was delivered.

Builder's trials were concluded late in the evening of 14 April with completion of thruster tests. The HGE then proceeded to Delaware Bay and retraced its route up the Delaware River, arriving at Sun Shipbuilding, Chester, Pa., on 15 April. Upon return to Sun Shipyard, the HGE underwent a major effort to correct deficiencies and ready it for delivery to Global Marine as operator for the U.S. Government, with completion of East Coast trials scheduled for early July 1973.

East Coast Trials, July-August 1973

Even though all marine systems were given their first sea test during builder's trials, it was the intent during East Coast trials to test most basic marine systems again and to record test data. Further, a great many systems had not been tested at sea during builder's trials and could not be adequately tested at the dock, such as heavy lift, docking legs, heave compensator, gimbal platform, and the pipe-handling system, and test personnel were to give maximum effort to these. Dockside work at Sun Shipbuilding was completed early in July, and the Hughes Glomar Explorer set out for East Coast trials (originally scheduled for 7 July) on 24 July 1973. Curtis Crooke of GMI was designated overall test director, and each test was assigned a principal reviewer from the Global Marine review team. As discrepancies were encountered and recorded, reviewers were responsible for signing off formal acceptance or rejection of each test. Discrepancies which could not be corrected immediately were recorded and scheduled for correction either during transit from the East to West Coast or during West Coast mobilization after the HGE's arrival at Long Beach.

Ship's activities were scheduled from departure from Sun Shipyard dock until it arrived at Hamilton, Bermuda, the first port of call, including some 47 different tests or activities which were conducted in six main areas.

As the HGE headed south down the Delaware River at low tide, it passed under two bridges and one power line. One bridge was the Delaware Memorial Bridge at Wilmington. To get the ship under the 225-foot-high span, the top 28 feet of the derrick had to be removed and stored on main deck. Once below the bridge, the Sun 200, a huge floating crane, picked up the 28-foot section and placed it back atop the 200-foot derrick where it was secured.
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After shallow-water tests off Delaware Bay, the ship proceeded to the deep-water test location 80 miles northwest of Bermuda, where the Automatic Station Keeping (ASK) system had its first test in deep water; about ten double sections (600 feet) of heavy pipe were run in the pipe-handling system; and the gimbal platform was put through its first fully operational test. At the conclusion of test activity the ship proceeded to Bermuda for crew change and final preparation and loading for the East-West transit to Long Beach, Calif., around South America via the Strait of Magellan.

Results of East Coast Trials

It was concluded that—except for a few deficiencies—basic ship’s systems had performed very well, and the HGE was capable of performing its intended job. The hull was determined to be sound, with no apparent flaws or weaknesses. Major structural assemblies such as the well gates, A-frame, gimbal platform, derrick, and docking legs all appeared to be structurally sound with satisfactory alignment and fit, so that no major structural rework or change in concept of the basic ship’s systems was required. For the most part, all mining equipment items operated as designed, although there were several serious deficiencies and many minor ones. Corrective work was scheduled to begin during the transit to Long Beach and early in West Coast mobilization for the mission. To illustrate the complexity and magnitude of readying the ship for West Coast testing, it was determined immediately after East Coast trials that 40 corrective tasks could be performed prior to departure from Bermuda; 136 tasks could be performed during transit to Long Beach; and 245 tasks would have to be performed as soon as possible during West Coast mobilization.

East-West Transit, 11 August–30 September 1973

After completion of East Coast trials, the *Hughes Glomar Explorer* remained at anchor off Bermuda 9 through 11 August 1973 while a crew change was accomplished and all preparations completed for the 12,700-mile voyage. This was planned to take just over 50 days at an average speed of advance of 10.5 knots. The long way around was necessary because the HGE’s 116-foot beam was too wide to permit passage through the Panama Canal. A transit crew of 96 persons was decided upon, of whom 47 were regular ship’s crew members and the remaining 49 were Global Marine engineers and technicians who used the time in transit to complete a number of fitting-out tasks.

Arrangements were made through the Global Marine agent in Valparaiso, Chile, to carry two Chilean pilots for the transit through the Strait of Magellan. They were to board the HGE in Possession Bay on the Atlantic side, provide the ship safe passage for the 320-mile journey through the Strait to the Pacific Ocean, and ride the ship to Valparaiso for disembarkation.

The replacement crew for the East-West transit was flown to Bermuda from Los Angeles on 10 August 1973. By midday on the 11th, engine modifications had been completed, stores and provisions loaded, and final preparations completed, so that the HGE was under way from the Bermuda anchorage at 1630. Because the ship was government property, there was a senior U.S. Government representative on board as commander—as differentiated from the ship’s captain. The commander’s responsibility was to ensure that the government’s best interests were served even though the ship was in a “white”—i.e., commercial—configuration and the majority of the crew were not witting of the AZORIAN Program. U.S. Government representatives used aliases as they were under tight security cover for the voyage. The HGE’s Captain and a few
others were briefed and aware of proper actions to take in event of a political incident en route to Long Beach.

Bermuda to Entrance, Magellan Strait, 11 August–5 September 1973

Weather was consistently excellent throughout this leg, although 50 to 60-knot winds and 15 to 20-foot seas were experienced for a brief period while passing through a storm front.

The HGE handled and rode well; a work routine was established, and good progress made on all transit tasks; morale was good, and the marine crew competent and well-organized. Morale was helped by a well-staffed galley (three cooks and two bakers) which produced superb food.

During the latter part of August, news reports from Chile verified that the Allende government was experiencing problems, with the possibility of widespread labor strikes. Although it was considered unlikely, project headquarters developed plans for the possibility that Chilean pilots might not be available for passage through the Strait of Magellan. Additionally, contingency plans were prepared in the event Chilean or Argentine ships showed intentions of interfering with the HGE. Alternative options were prepared for Director, Special Projects, in case passage through the Strait was denied or it was deemed politically inadvisable to go through. These options were: (1) standing off the coast of South America until things settled down, (2) going around Cape Horn into the Pacific, or (3) going east around South Africa, through the Indian Ocean, then through the Pacific. As events turned out, an alternative was not required.

Transit of Magellan Strait, 5–6 September 1973

The HGE arrived at the entrance to the Strait on 5 September, anchored in Possession Bay, and the two Chilean pilots were embarked at 1100 local time. The transit was made without incident, although during the last half of the passage the ship went through a cold front with accompanying 45 to 50-knot winds. This slowed progress somewhat, but the HGE cleared the Strait and entered the Pacific Ocean at approximately 1500 6 September.

Strait of Magellan to Valparaiso, Chile, 6–13 September 1973

Immediately after entering the Pacific Ocean, the HGE ran into extremely heavy weather which slowed its progress again and actually forced the ship to heave to for a short period in 60-knot winds and 25-foot seas. Throughout these conditions, however, the ship handled beautifully, rode well, and its performance was never of concern to the crew. The remainder of the leg into Valparaiso was uneventful, and the ship’s crew used this time to complete for Global Marine a list of parts and supplies to be loaded at Valparaiso when the pilots were disembarked. During the few days preceding the 11 September military coup, the ship’s commander monitored commercial radio broadcasts as the HGE approached Valparaiso, and he was aware of the increasing tension developing in Santiago and Valparaiso. Nevertheless, he and the HGE’s captain, Louis Kingma, did not allow any concern over these events to show in their daily messages to headquarters.

The HGE anchored in the outer harbor of Valparaiso at 2100 local time on 12 September. Shortly after its arrival, a small Chilean naval launch came alongside, and a naval officer and seaman came aboard for discussions with Captain Kingma, at which time the ship was formally entered into the port and Kingma was apprised of the military coup in Chile. Because a curfew was in effect, no further personnel
movements to the ship could be accomplished that night, but the two Chilean pilots left the HGE with the Chilean naval personnel.

On 7 September, prior to these events, Global Marine’s enterprising personnel representative had left Los Angeles for Santiago accompanied by one other Global employee. They brought some 28 boxes of materials and supplies for the HGE, as well as a bag of personal mail. Their principal task was to arrange for the transfer of the supplies and, more importantly, the entry into Chile and transfer to the HGE of seven technicians, all this having been programmed in early August. They arrived in Santiago on 8 September and with the assistance of other representatives, processed the supplies through customs and proceeded to Valparaíso. On Monday, 10 September, Global’s representatives traveled to Santiago again to meet six arriving and Lockheed personnel who, along with their tools, luggage, and supplies, were all processed and cleared by Customs. The entire party then returned to Valparaíso and settled in the Hotel O’Higgins to await the arrival of the HGE on 12 September.

At approximately 0600 on 11 September, the Americans were awakened by noise outside the hotel. It was evident the revolution had started, as there were soldiers, tanks, armored cars, and other military vehicles all over the city. The hotel was surrounded, communications cut off, and guests confined to the hotel for the next two or three days. As attested to in his trip report—which reads like a Hollywood script—Tom Williams, the GMI personnel representative, encountered much intrigue and suspense in getting the seven technicians, supplies, and parts loaded on the HGE in the midst of the revolution. Nevertheless, in spite of a curfew, lack of communications, and the general confusion, Williams did a magnificent job of getting to the right people in the new government so that at approximately noon on 13 September, all persons and supplies were allowed aboard the HGE, and the ship was cleared to leave Valparaíso. The HGE weighed anchor at about 1500 and sailed for Long Beach. The presence of a covert U.S. intelligence ship in a Chilean port during the military coup was a bizarre coincidence quite unrelated to the rumors that “the CIA had 200 agents in Chile for the sole purpose of ousting Allende.” There were no unfavorable incidents involving the ship, crew members, or the Global Marine representative.

Valparaíso, Chile, to Long Beach, California, 13-30 September 1973

This leg of the voyage was completed without incident. The weather was excellent with the exception of two tropical storms that the ship easily avoided; work progressed well, and the HGE made a final report on transit task completions. Only 21 scheduled jobs were not completed due to lack of time. The heavy-lift team which boarded at Valparaíso made excellent progress, following a preplanned work schedule. The HGE arrived Long Beach at 1700 PST, 30 September, and tied up at Pier E without incident. As it was a Sunday evening, the ship’s arrival did not attract undue attention; stores were loaded and the relief crew came on board early Monday to conclude the east–west transit phase of the AZORIAN program.

In its transit from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the HGE travelled 12,745 nm in 50 days, 7 hours and 30 minutes, for an average speed of 10.8 knots. A total of 20,643 barrels of fuel were consumed, which equates to 68 gallons per mile.


After the East–West transit and arrival at Long Beach on 30 September, the HGE began a period of mobilization for the mission that would end with further systems testing...
This final "fitting out" period was originally allocated approximately 51 days. It was to take about twice that long. The primary purpose of in-port mobilization was to convert the ship from an overt to a covert configuration.

During this same time, operations personnel activated the mission team and began an intensive mission team training program which was accomplished aboard ship as vans and equipment were installed, checked out, and made available to users.

After considerable discussion and analysis of the number of crew members required for the mission, a total of 178 was decided upon, the maximum size limited by lifeboat capacity. Despite distractions such as the busy pierside maintenance activity, crew members, ship workers, and technicians turned to their specialized assignments with a high degree of technical competence, motivation, and morale. The mobilization period produced a cohesive team effort for the mission and presented the first opportunity to assemble a mission team in accordance with key functions and positions established earlier in the program. Key mission personnel were: Mission Director, Deputy Mission Director, Deputy for Recovery, Deputy for Handling, Deputy for Exploitation, Deputy for Operations; Director, Technical Staff, and Ship's Captain. Although the ship's captain normally is in command of a vessel, the Mission Director was the senior command authority on the Glomar Explorer, because of its unique mission and responsibility for the operation of the complete AZORIAN recovery system. At sea, he alone was responsible for implementation of contingency or emergency plans if required, while maintaining mission security and cover. As an indication of the thoroughness of pre-mission planning, when the HGE sailed on the recovery mission in June 1974, the shipboard mission team and organization were very similar to that originally set down on paper in 1971 and 1972.

Conversion of the HGE From "White" to "Black"

From July 1973, when the HGE left Sun Shipyard in Chester, Pa., through east coast trials and the transit from the east coast around South America to the west coast, the ship was in a completely "white" configuration. That is, there was no equipment or activity aboard which would indicate its intelligence nature or the projected recovery operation. Although the HGE had some unique features such as the massive "A" frame, the unusually large well area, and the towering derrick (236 feet above the waterline), all could be attributed to a prototype mining vessel which required these for the heretofore unexplored mission of deep-ocean mining.

During mobilization, the primary effort was to install equipment and facilities for the recovery mission and for exploitation of valuable intelligence items expected to be acquired. Twenty-four mission vans were loaded and installed aboard ship for these purposes. They had been prefabricated to a standard 8' x 8' x 20' size and delivered to contractors for outfitting with specialized mission gear. For example, 20 such vans were equipped and then trucked to Long Beach for loading aboard ship under tight security.
All ship-to-shore communications were open and transmitted via commercial radio circuits using radio teletype or manual morse. Commercial messages were addressed to Global Marine, Inc., Los Angeles, and were normally handled by RCA radio station KPH in San Francisco. Weather observations were transmitted to Coast Guard stations for further relay to Fleet Numerical Weather Central.

Global Marine responded to the ship's requirements and questions as required by answering messages in a normal commercial manner via normal commercial radio circuits. These messages to the ship helped to maintain the appearance that Global Marine was controlling operations of the HGE.

Two control vans served as the nerve center of operations. Other vans were installed in appropriate positions on the HGE for such purposes as:

Cleaning: fitted out for ultrasonic cleaning and the preservation of items recovered from the submarine.

Decontamination: separate rooms for decontaminating exploitation personnel and target materials containing nuclear contaminants.

Paper processing: facility for processing and restoring the great volume of manuals, documents, and other papers expected from the target.

Drying: special facility for proper drying of documents and other items.

Darkroom: to process the large number of photographs taken to record intelligence material.
Waste handling: to safeguard and handle any nuclear-contaminated materials.

Dress out and change rooms: facilities for personnel working in the well to change and clean up after exposure to possible nuclear contamination.

Packing: facility for wrapping and crating recovered items for shipment to exploitation facilities in the United States.

Weather Facilities

The weather forecasting capability established aboard the HGE (b)(1) meteorologists were assigned to provide onboard meteorological and oceanographic expertise which was imperative for the mission. The aft chart room, adjacent to the aft bridge and pilot house, housed the meteorology office, display center, and main weather equipment space. Shipboard capability for reception of weather data included all required advanced equipment.

Manning

As in-port mobilization continued, labor-management problems were developing between the Marine Engineers Benevolent Association (MEBA) and Global Marine. As a result, MEBA set up picket lines in an attempt to boycott the Hughes Glomar Explorer at Pier E. This unfortunate situation took a serious turn on 12 November when MEBA escalated its picket activity from a small group to mass picketing by about 100 persons including strong-arm types. The resulting tense situation continued for the next week to ten days. During this time, the ship's crew and shipboard workers were harassed, delivery trucks stopped, and special security measures had to be put into effect. The union problem, added to certain engineering problems, worked havoc with the mobilization schedule, and with the Christmas–New Year holiday approaching, departure for sea trials was set back until mid-January 1974.

One of the prerequisites for beginning sea trials was a valid pipe-handling system (PHS) demonstration at dockside. However, on 9 January there were still several engineering tasks to be accomplished before the heavy-lift pipe could be moved through the system. It was decided to move the ship from the dock to the Long Beach outer anchorage and conduct the PHS demonstration there, and then move out on sea trials. The main reasons were the sagging morale of the sea trials crew and the fear that the repeated delays would begin to affect mission crew performance adversely.
Rather than risk this, it was decided to give everyone a “shot-in-the-arm” with the move to the outer anchorage.

Because of the delays in getting ready for sea trials, time now was very precious. It was essential that all the tests be completed, the ship be readied for the mission, and depart in time to be on station at the target in early July. The mission could only be accomplished during the July to mid-September weather window. Only during this period could one expect moderately good weather to last long enough for the operation to be completed. For planning purposes, 14 to 21 days were expected to be required for the recovery sequence. If the HGE could not be ready to leave on its mission by mid- to late June, the recovery attempt would have to be delayed a full year.

(b)(1)

During the period the HGE was being mobilized at Pier E (and where it was berthed after the mission as well), Soviet merchant ships made routine port calls to Long Beach of two or three days’ duration. In almost all cases the Soviet ships were docked at Berth 10, located some 400 yards across the channel off the HGE’s starboard quarter. Even though the Soviet ships were close to the HGE and had the opportunity for close inspection, there has been no evidence that the Soviets gained prior knowledge of its true mission, a tribute to the security precautions and mining cover lived by the ship’s crew during West Coast mobilization.

First West Coast Trials, 11 January–23 January 1974

West Coast trials began 11 January when the Glomar Explorer left Pier E at 1230 Pacific time. The MEBA union problem was still plaguing Global Marine, and two union picket boats were present, but neither tried to interfere with the ship. The site for trials was approximately 160 miles west-southwest of Long Beach, where water depth was expected to be about 12,500 feet. The primary purpose of the test was to verify readiness of the pipe-handling system (PHS) and heavy-lift system (HLS) as well as the readiness of operating personnel. The trials also would include checks of engine propulsion, navigation systems, and other ship’s systems while underway to and from the test site. Upon completion of tests, the well gates would be closed and the ship would proceed on approximately 1 February to Isthmus Cove at Catalina where the HMB-1 would be anchored.

(b)(1)

Trials Chronology

After the HGE moved to the outer harbor anchorage, the mining crew ran a practice double of pipe—60 feet—through the system two or three times; the well was flooded and the PHS and docking legs checked for reliability. After five days at the anchorage, during which a myriad of problems occurred in the PHS, it was concluded that the system had limited reliability in its configuration at that time. If time had not been so critical, the obvious course of action would have been to return to Pier E for needed modifications, but all believed the penalty in time would be unacceptable because the 1974 weather window would be missed. Even though it became clear that the PHS could not be qualified during the trials, it was considered that many priority tests could be completed.
The ship arrived on site at approximately 2400 hours on 19 January and deployed long and short baseline transponders as well as the wave-ride buoy, the latter a device which measured, recorded, and continuously transmitted sea-state data to the ship for its use.

On 21 and 22 January, the unfavorable sea state and winds on site delayed the tests, including the important initial step of flooding the well and opening the well gates. Weather improved temporarily on the 22nd sufficiently, however, so that [b](1) was able to make a quick visit to the ship by helicopter for a first-hand review of test operations.

On 23 January, the well had been flooded and well-gate opening was in progress when the ship suffered damage in the aft gate-operating machinery. The casualty occurred during heavy surges of the sea in the well. An inspection revealed damage to the aft gate seal, distortion to aft gage drive gear teeth, and damage to the pedestal supporting the aft gear driveshaft. The after well gate had to be hauled to a closed position by rigging cables and using winches. Because of these problems, it was not possible to continue the sea trials. Headquarters was advised that the HGE would return to Long Beach anchorage for further inspection and repairs. The trip back was uneventful, and time was spent in communications between the ship and Global Marine to order parts and technical help for repairs. The HGE arrived at Long Beach harbor on 24 January.

Examination of the well-gate damage caused [b](3)(c) to conclude that although the sea state may have been within the upper limits of the stated specifications for opening the gates, it nevertheless stressed the system too greatly and caused the failure. After a thorough evaluation, engineers estimated 13 to 15 days would be needed to accomplish repairs. With this added to several other major component tasks, it was estimated the ship would be ready for sea again about 14 February to complete West Coast trials [b](1) The repairs had to be accomplished under difficult conditions because there was not time to move the ship to a drydock large enough to handle her—even if one would have been immediately available. Thus inspection and some seal repairs had to be done by divers. One small but persistent seal leak was never corrected, and the seepage of a few gallons per hour was accepted. Thus the Glomar Explorer lived with a small puddle in the starboard wing well.
(b)(1)
Interestingly, the press took note of the HMB-1 departure from Redwood City in an Associated Press article datelined Redwood City which appeared in the Long Beach Independent Press Telegram. Basically, the article enhanced program cover in that it discussed the barge's connection with the HGE and its role in the Hughes ocean mining venture.

After the safe arrival and mooring of both barges at Catalina, they went into a "sit and wait" mode because HGE sea trials were short-lived due to the well-gate casualty on 23 January.

Second West Coast Trials
15 February - 2 March 1974
(b)(1)  (b)(1)  (b)(3)(c)
was selected to be the Mission Director for the operation. He was an excellent choice, as future events would verify. Not only did he provide the leadership required for this complex and dangerous mission, but his earlier role in preparing to handle the nuclear materials and contaminated items gave the mission crew confidence in an area of little-understood danger.

Excellent progress was made during the in-port work period after the well-gate casualty on 23 January, and it was possible this time to conduct tests immediately upon completion of repairs and modifications. These included flooding the well and opening the well gates to check the previously damaged gate drive system. Also, because the well gates were open, pipe was run through the entire system. All operations were performed satisfactorily to the degree that senior officials considered the ship ready to go back to sea to complete trials.

GMI Vice President Curtis Crooke was on board for the new trials as the senior Global Marine officer. This position conformed to what the ocean mining world would expect was necessary because completing trials was a Global Marine contractual responsibility to the U.S. Government.

Performance Criteria and Agenda for West Coast Trial
(b)(3)(c)
(b)(1)

In view of the poor performance and problems with the pipe-handling system during East Coast and West Coast trials, established specific performance criteria for the PHS and the heavy-lift system for the new trials. These included reliability demonstration by lowering and raising 60 to 70 doubles of pipe (3,600 to 4,200 feet), with the exact number based on available water depth near Catalina Island but in the event that bad weather or time available precluded selection of a site to complete the 60 to 70 doubles requirement, the Mission Director was authorized to allow a moderate backoff from that specific range of pipe lengths. The basic criterion was a "reasonably reliable demonstration," with the sole judge of acceptability and suitability in meeting the test objective.

For the next ten days on test location, everything and everybody were devoted to solving test problems, and virtually all tests were successfully completed within the scheduled time frame. Of the problems surfaced, perhaps the most serious were malfunctions in the heavy-lift system sensors and controls, which were repaired. Most importantly, the pipe-handling system operated satisfactorily with only a few minor...
delays. A total of 40 doubles of pipe were deployed and recovered (equivalent to 2,400 feet), with the only problem being untorquing of some joints. All agenda events for trials were satisfactorily completed by the evening of 25 February. With an excellent weather outlook projected for Catalina for the next few days, the HGE estimated arrival at Isthmus Cove at 0700 on 26 February.

From Isthmus Cove the *Glomar Explorer* proceeded to a point 65 nm miles southwest of Catalina Island to coordinates 32-44N; 119-14W. The technical purpose was to complete roll stabilization tests, but a more compelling reason for leaving California coastal waters was that commercial vessels in California waters on 1 March were subject to a special California inventory tax. Rather than face possible scrutiny over the tax, and possibly uncover true ownership of the ship by the U.S. Government, it was decided to be in international waters at that time. After completing tests in the vicinity, the HGE sent a message to that effect and then returned to Long Beach, where it arrived at Pier E at 1645 local time on 2 March. The HGE was scheduled to remain in port for a 25- to 30-day period completing rigging and together with other mobilization tasks still required.

*Integrated Systems Tests (IST), 28 March–13 May 1974*

After and the ship's return to Pier E, Long Beach on 2 March, the next 25 days were devoted to final preparation of the complete AZORIAN recovery system for the Integrated Systems tests (IST) scheduled to begin 28 March.
Concurrently, work on ship’s systems also was being accomplished at a feverish pace with particular attention to the pipe string, thread compound, gimbal platform, A-frame, yokes, hydraulic pumps and controls, and docking legs, all considered essential to pipe-handling and heavy-lift systems. Excellent progress was made in all areas. In many cases round-the-clock activity was required to complete tasks on schedule.

The time pressure of meeting the July–August weather window forced a drastic change in the IST. An intermediate water depth (about 2,600 feet) site was chosen off Catalina Island where the water was deep enough\(^{(b)(1)}\) and to exercise the pipe-handling system thoroughly. The HGE left Pier E on schedule at 0045 on 28 March and, after mooring at the initial test site eight miles east on the lee side of Catalina Island on 29 March, immediately began its test schedule.

A torquer casualty was followed by a series of bridle, heavy-lift, and pipe-handling problems which required in-port delays and failures. Valuable training was accomplished by the Control Center crew; personnel performance was outstanding and represented a shot-in-the-arm for crew morale. In view of the many setbacks and delays in the program thus far, it was indeed heartening to know that the system was operational and had demonstrated satisfactory reliability. The problems and delays encountered previously, however, now required major revisions of the remaining test schedule and scenario. If the recovery mission were to be accomplished in the summer of 1974, a major decision was required now as to the need for further testing versus declaring the system to be ready for recovery operations.

\[^{(b)(1)}\] in conjunction with senior CIA officials, decided that completion of system testing at the 2,400-foot depth location would satisfy the requirement for a satisfactory demonstration of system reliability and that planning would continue for a June departure on the recovery mission. This decision waived the need for a deep test to 12,000 feet. A major factor in this decision was confidence in the capture vehicle and recovery crew performance. Additionally, what had been an earlier recognition of two factors was coming into renewed and clearer focus. The first was that this unique recovery system was unparalleled in size and complexity and the first ever to operate at these depths and loads. The second was that the system design was based upon a one-time operation, not a series of repetitive test and development operations such as with a new airplane. Further tests would create additional confidence but would also place some wear and tear on the system. AZORIAN was the world's largest salvage operation, and its success, after a reasonable preliminary test demonstration, would depend to a large extent upon people and their ability to devise "work-arounds" for the many problems which would never go away completely no matter how many tests were conducted.\(^*\) Risks were inherent and some would remain, no matter what.

\[^{(b)(1)}\] Further, no test (short of the mission itself) could ever duplicate the target with its unknowns of structural integrity, stability, and breakout characteristics.
As planned, elements of the underwater teams directed by the Deputy for Handling and Deputy for Exploitation were put aboard the HGE just before completion of the Integrated Systems tests to familiarize them with their work areas, equipment, and procedures in the at-sea atmosphere.

On 12 May 1974, the ship advised project headquarters that all scheduled tests were completed. The gates were closed, the well pumped down, and the HGE returned to Long Beach. It moored alongside Pier E in the early morning hours of 13 May where it was scheduled to remain for a 28- to 30-day refitting period in preparation for departure on the recovery mission in mid-June.

Final Approval in Washington

In Washington, meanwhile, USIB’s ad hoc committee in April and May 1974 had made one more evaluation of the expected intelligence benefits of AZORIAN at the request of Dr. Kissinger to support the 40 committee’s discussions regarding approval for the mission to begin in June. This study, approved by USIB in executive session on 7 May, was forwarded to Kissinger with a covering memorandum which stated:

The United States Intelligence Board has reviewed and updated its intelligence assessment of Project AZORIAN. On the basis of this review, the Board concludes that there have been no significant developments since the last Board assessment which would detract from the unique intelligence value of this target.

Successful recovery and exploitation expected to be on board

\(\text{(b)(1)}\)

Acquisition of the nuclear warheads and the SS-N-5 missile system, together with related documents, would provide a much-improved baseline for estimates of the current and future Soviet strategic threat. The Board also expects that recovered documents would provide important insights into Soviet command and control and certain aspects of their strategic attack doctrine.

In its evaluation the Board assumed a successful mission. On this basis the Board continues to believe that recovery of the AZORIAN submarine would provide information which can be obtained from no other source, on subjects of great importance to the national defense.

With the planned mission departure date barely a fortnight away, the 40 Committee met to consider AZORIAN on 5 June, and Dr. Kissinger prepared a memorandum for the President covering the essential points of the discussion. President Nixon approved the mission on 7 June, with the proviso that actual recovery must not be undertaken before his return from an impending 27 June–3 July visit to the Soviet Union.

AZORIAN Mission Recovery, 20 June–16 August 1974

On 20 June 1974 the Glomar Explorer moved from its anchorage off Long Beach to a pre-arranged point outside the three-mile limit for the ceremony marking Summa’s acceptance of the ship, and the next day representatives of Summa, Lockheed, Global Marine, and Honeywell arrived by helicopter for the ceremony. They were given a tour of the HGE and demonstrations in the control center using the other features of the ship. The acceptance ceremony was duly recorded and photographed for cover purposes, after which the representatives returned to Long Beach by helicopter.
That same day, the HGE set its course for the recovery mission in the northwest Pacific. As the message that day from the HGE to project headquarters indicated, morale was high and preparations for departure had proceeded smoothly.

On 27 and 28 June, several ships passed the HGE on an easterly course but got no closer than 2½ miles. On 29 June, the HGE had covered a distance of 1,888 miles without incident and still had 1,120 miles to go; a container ship, Oriental Charge, passed the HGE that day on the port side at a distance of about two miles. On 30 June, various drills were held aboard ship. The Deputy for Exploitation conducted a drill for the control and flow of personnel in and out of the well in event of nuclear contamination; the Deputy for Recovery conducted target acquisition dry-runs using and there was an emergency drill for destruction of classified documents and equipment.

Transit to the recovery site in the Pacific Ocean proceeded without incident, and on 4 July, Independence Day, the HGE arrived at the recovery site at 1301 local time. (President Nixon had left Moscow the preceding day.) Transponder deployment went relatively smoothly, but several unsatisfactory units had to be rejected before the ship eventually got its six-transponder grid deployed. These were necessary for precise location of the ship and automatic station-keeping at the recovery site.

On 5 July, a final and complete was carried out. Two wave-riding buoys were also deployed, and the automatic station-keeping system was calibrated. On 8 July, the well gates were opened and started immediately.

On 10 July, heavy fog, which had been present, continued in the area. After conducting a thorough workout of the pipe-handling system (30 doubles or 1,800 feet of pipe, up and down) only 8 hours was delayed, however, because of concern for the weather. Typhoon "Gilda" was expected to affect the recovery site, and it was decided to sit out the expected high waves.

On 11 July, with waves about 7 feet, there was significant vertical surge of water in the well with peaks of about 8 feet, making diver operations, including camera rigging, very difficult.

The sky was leaden, yet the crew had spirits that were as bright as polished silver. Under way at last! Finally, we were really going to do it. The course was set West-Northwest—a direct line to the target. If we could only be there tomorrow—but an eight-knot rate of advance meant a 13-day voyage. We would not arrive until the Fourth of July. Surely that would void any evil spirits lurking in a 13-day voyage.

But thoughts of jinxes were in few people's minds. We could do anything. Let Headquarters give us a last-minute change of targets—with this crew and this beautiful ship, no task was too difficult. Mission impossible? Nonsense! "Impossible" was not in our vocabulary. Moments like this must contain the true meaning of team spirit, that extra ingredient that hardware will never possess. To experience it once is enough for a career.
The HGE encountered its worst effect from "Gilda" on 12 July when a series of long swells (15 to 16 seconds) came through the area about noon with a combined significant height of 9 to 10 feet. The crisis seemed to be over on the 13th of July, as the waves were down to 8 to 9 feet.

That same day, a British merchant ship, Bel Hudson, which earlier had requested medical assistance by radio for a stricken crew member, arrived on the scene. Headquarters contingency planning for AZORIAN had anticipated such an event, and a pre-mission decision had been made—based on humanitarian and cover reasons—that the HGE would respond to medical emergencies if possible. Nevertheless, had to ponder the situation carefully to consider whether this might be some sort of deploy based on an awareness of the mission, and make certain there would not be an unwitting disclosure of the HGE’s activities. The HGE’s surgeon, accompanied by a medical technician and security officer, and a British boatswain, made the precarious trip to the Bel Hudson to examine the patient. After diagnosing the patient and determining he had not had a heart attack (as the Bel Hudson had earlier described the ailment) the doctor brought the patient back to the HGE for X-rays and treatment.

By 14 July, the weather had subsided enough for to consider undocking although higher seas were predicted for the 15th. On the evening of 14 July, unfortunately, cracks were discovered in both the forward port and after starboard docking leg guide structures and were considered a serious problem and difficult to repair. With the uncertain weather, there was concern whether the cracks could be repaired properly before further damage might result which could cause aborting the mission. The ship’s heading was adjusted and canvas screens rigged to provide as much protection as possible for the critical welding repair job, which took the next 72 hours to complete. But the weather took a turn for the worse; tropical storm “Harriet” was causing high seas, and the Mission Team was reluctant , close the well gates, and be prepared to leave the recovery site if wave conditions became too extreme. The well gates were closed on 16 July amid 6-foot waves; no big problems were encountered, but closing the huge well gates was never a dull exercise on the HGE.

The weather hold continued on 17 July when the HGE was advised that a Soviet naval ship, the Missile Range Instrumentation Ship Chazhma, was under way on a course towards the recovery site and expected in the immediate vicinity of the HGE at 0400 hours on 18 July. Chazhma, 459 feet long, carried a helicopter and was based in Petropavlovsk. As a precaution, the Mission Director ordered that piles of canvas-covered crates be placed on the HGE’s helicopter deck to preclude the possibility that the Soviet helicopter might land on the HGE for any reason. Chazhma had sailed
from Petropavlovsk about 15 June to support a SOYUZ/SALYUT space event, and during 10–13 July began her return to Petropavlovsk from near Johnston Island. During the early morning hours, the bridge was reporting fog conditions as patchy and visibility as less than five miles. Between 0600 and 0800, Chazhma closed its position with the HGE to approximately two miles.

At 1430, Chazhma closed to within one mile of the HGE. At 1540 Soviet personnel on the boat deck began taking pictures with a binocular camera, and then the helicopter was launched and made many approaches to the HGE for approximately the next hour taking photographs from all angles. The Mission Director, with crates already stacked on the helicopter deck, sent a number of crew members to the bow of the HGE to preclude any attempt by the Soviet helicopter to hover and lower personnel onto the bow. At 1619, to the relief of the HGE, the helicopter landed back aboard Chazhma. Although [redacted] and his team found it difficult to assess Soviet intentions with the many close passes and detailed scrutiny given the HGE by the helicopter, the consensus was that it ranged from being a thorough photographic assignment to a downright aggressive and provocative act.

These actions by Chazhma caused a measure of concern that the Soviets had become knowledgeable from other sources of the true mission of the HGE. The HGE was vulnerable sitting alone in the vast Pacific Ocean, miles from any friendly supporting forces and very much aware of other unidentified contacts in the vicinity which its communications unit had picked up the preceding few days. Accordingly, [redacted] advised the officer in charge to be prepared to order emergency destruction of sensitive material which could compromise the mission if the Soviets attempted to board the ship. The team designated to defend the control room long enough to destroy the material was alerted, but guns were not issued.

At 1630, Chazhma started blinking a light signal to the HGE which was difficult to read because of the lighting conditions. The Soviet ship then passed 500 yards astern the HGE and signaled it would communicate using the local code. The HGE responded with its own signal flag signifying "I am going to communicate with your station by means of international code signals." The HGE's communication unit then received an indication that another Soviet helicopter launch was impending. A few minutes later, Chazhma put up a flag hoist signifying "Understand your signal," then crossed the bow of the HGE at a distance of 1,000 yards. During all the surveillance the HGE was stationary in the water. At 1711 hours, Chazhma transmitted by radio in Russian requesting acknowledgement if its transmission was heard; the HGE did not answer. At approximately 1730, Chazhma's helicopter took off and again made many low passes over the Glomar Explorer taking pictures of the ship. About one-half hour later, the helicopter completed its work and landed back aboard Chazhma.

After several hours of HGE attempts to respond to communications from the Soviet ship, Chazhma transmitted at 1847 "WCHG ([HGE] this is UMGT)" and indicated it was ready for the HGE's message. The HGE answered "We have no message. Understand you have a message for us." The Soviet ship replied "Stand by five minutes" and then shortly afterwards transmitted "We are on our way home and heard your fog horn. What are you doing here?" This statement appeared questionable because Chazhma was not in hearing range during the fog. In any case, the HGE answered "We are conducting ocean mining tests—deep-ocean mining tests." Chazhma asked "What kind of vessel are you?" to which the HGE replied "A
deep-ocean mining vessel.” The Soviets then wanted to know what kind of equipment was aboard the HGE, to which the answer was “We have experimental deep-ocean mining equipment onboard.” The Soviets asked “How much time will you be here?” and the HGE answered “We expect to finish testing in two to three weeks.” The Soviet ship signed off with “I wish you all the best.” Chazhma left the recovery area at about 2100 hours on 18 July and sailed off to Petropavlovsk.

The weather cleared sufficiently on 19 July for (b)(1) to order the well flooded, (b)(1) and the gates opened, after which (b)(3)(c) system checks began. On 20 July, the (b)(1) and all systems were brought up to operating condition.

The undocking evolution was of particular concern due to a substantial (five-foot) heave of the HGE: (b)(1)

On the morning of 22 July a 155-foot Soviet seagoing salvage tug, the SB-10, arrived and maintained a distance from the HGE of about 3 to 4 miles. Work continued, however.

Meanwhile, the Soviet SB-10 conducted closer surveillance, passing within 200 feet and conducting runs up and down both sides of the Glomar Explorer. HGE personnel observed (over time) 43 crew members (including one woman) on the deck of the SB-10. They were dressed in fatigue-type outfits, swim trunks, shorts, and other such apparel. About a half-dozen Soviet sailors with cameras took photographs of the Glomar Explorer. By 2300 hours, the SB-10 had moved off to a distance of several miles.

The HGE continued lowering pipe on 24 July and, despite more problems, the (b)(1) A Greek ship, Pelleas, passed within two miles of the HGE without incident. The SB-10 continued its close surveillance of the HGE, frequently at short distance.

The HGE kept heads (b)(1) informed of engineering problems it was encountering. For example, (b)(1) reported on 25 July, (b)(1) that malfunctions (b)(3)(c) every system continued to make the situation difficult but not discouraging. He indicated that frequent shutdowns were experienced, mostly associated with the heavy-lift sensors and controls.

On 26 July, the Command-Control Van reported sonar contact with the ocean bottom. By this time, the series of equipment breakdowns which had occurred was beginning to wear on the nerves of the recovery team. A bright side to all these problems, however, was the confidence the crew began to have in the pipe, which seemed able to bounce back from nearly all kinds of abuses and remain unscarred. On this date, the Mission Director reported that 230 doubles, or 13,800 feet of pipe, had been deployed. Also, information had been regained (b)(1) Meanwhile, the SB-10 continued surveillance.

On 28 July (b)(1) failed, (b)(1) causing a display of noise, tire (sparks and smoke primarily) and spastic shaking of the derrick. These effects were startling, to say the least, but no
insurmountable damage was suffered. reported that many among the crew
were very nervous about the safety of the heavy-lift system and, as a precaution,
unneeded personnel were kept away from the area around the A-frame.

While this situation was being corrected, high resolution sonars were used to
pinpoint the target submarine. The SB-10 was back within radar range at
approximately 5 miles, but heavy fog prevailed, limiting visibility to less than one
mile.

Everyone on board was caught up in the anticipation of seeing the target
object for the first time. The main source of action was the control center. All
eyes were watching the display from the scanning sonars (our long-range
detectors) for any sign of a return. The yellow dots marched across the cathode
ray tube in unending regularity. Then, on one pass, an irregular hemispherical
hump displaced the flat line on the screen. One, two, three, . . . and more times
it was the same. It was the submarine hulk for sure. Word spread rapidly
throughout the ship. We were on target.

Within hours we were close enough to the target for the TV cameras to
pick up a clear picture of the remains of the submarine. All hands wanted to
see the picture, and the Mission Director allowed the crew, in small groups, to
file through the control center to see for themselves. The most common
comment was

The Mission Director and his deputies recognized that during actual
recovery operations the ship's crew could not be allowed in the control center.
The concentration and tension would be too great to risk any distractions. The
crew had contributed greatly to the project's success and denying them a
chance to observe the recovery operation weighed heavily on the Mission
Director's mind. He directed that several TV monitors to display the video
be placed around the ship for the crew's benefit. These were intently watched by sailors, cooks, divers,
drill crew—all hands—during the crucial moments of the recovery.
There was one last hiccup from the pipe-handling system that night. As a 15-ton pipe double was being placed in the cart, it slipped over the center joint stop used to restrain the pipe and became loose in the cart. The galley and port-deck sleeping areas near the transfer boom were evacuated until the pipe was back under control. Once again, fortunately, no personnel injury or damage to the system resulted from the accident. Meanwhile, the SB-10 maintained its usual surveillance activity of closing in toward the HGE and then drifting off a couple of miles. Generally, the visibility remained poor, less than two miles, and the HGE sounded its fog signal during these poor conditions. Pipe No. 268 was put into the upper yoke, but at this stage the pipe was moving very slowly.

The Deputy for Recovery reported the following information to Headquarters:

The heavy lift system is operating marginally; two additional heave compensator position transmitters failed; the target was easily located; high resolution sonar and video are excellent; the salt water (seawater) hydraulic flow to test the hydraulic system was checked out; preparations are continuing; one heave compensator position transmitter was replaced.

The SB-10 tug remained within close range during the night, and was illuminated with a searchlight from the HGE whenever it maneuvered uncomfortably close. This tactic was always successful in making the SB-10 move off. It continued its close-in surveillance of the HGE in the morning, circled the ship once, and was observed taking height and distance measurements of the HGE substructure using a sextant and an alidade.

On 31 July, Headquarters was informed that some problems had been experienced. Also, the heave compensator position indicators were working well. All systems were normal. Optics remained good until touchdown, when mud obscured visibility for about one-half hour.
Lift-off

On 1 August, and lifted from the bottom.

2200 that night, recovery was under way during all this time, the SB-10 appeared to be running in circles, moving in at close distances to all points of the ship. In addition, unidentified radar contacts were reported within short range of the ship.

Pipe lifting went well on 2 August and the weather cooperated. instruct his team to start preparing for entrance into Midway in accordance with the AZORIAN operations and cover plans.

Two hundred and seventy-four doubles or 16,440 feet of pipe had been deployed and were coming up.

In accordance with the cover plan, a message went out in the open commercial channel on 3 August to explain an entry into Midway. The Glomar Explorer duly reported that it believed the "nodule collector vehicle" might have collided with a hard silt-covered outcrop. It was this fictional "casualty," reported in the clear, which would have been used as an excuse for the HGE to request permission from U.S. Naval authorities to enter Midway for repairs to the vehicle. The scenario would follow that the damage to the "nodule collector" was more serious than at first diagnosed and a new part would be required from the U.S. mainland.

that same day pointing out that the operation was still plagued with serious heavy-lift system problems, even with the load on the pipe decreasing. At high pressures, the heavy-lift hydraulic pumps required much attention, and a great deal of trouble was experienced in keeping a sufficient number operable. Because of these conditions, it was necessary to bypass some fail-safe circuitry and depend instead on operating personnel. The operators and hydraulic mechanics were complimented for doing what the Mission Director judged an outstanding job, and he expressed pleasure that the ship had overcome some major hurdles while facing up to all the problems associated with recovery operations. All hands were very busy and concerned, knowing the many times they came close to
aborting the mission because of equipment problems. The mission team was not discouraged, however, and had every intention of accomplishing the objective of raising the submarine on 3 August.

The SB-10 continued close surveillance. During the preceding night, the tanker Bangkok (Thailand registry) had passed within five miles of the Glomar Explorer. A short series of flashing light exchanges passed between the Bangkok and the HGE, and there was also an exchange via radio. The Bangkok asked questions as to HGE operations, and HGE replied briefly that she was conducting experimental deep-ocean mining operations. The query from the Bangkok appeared to stem from curiosity and was judged social in nature.

On 6 August, the HGE received a message from Paul Reeve, Summa Ocean Mining Division General Manager, addressed to “the Senior Summa Representative” aboard the ship. This overt commercial message instructed that as soon as the Summa representative was in a position to assess the damage to the “nodule collector vehicle,” he was to start reporting at least twice daily on progress towards effective repairs.

Meanwhile, the SB-10 continued to operate at close range raised closer to the well of the HGE, On the afternoon of 5 August, the HGE executed a plan to lower the docking legs to 90 feet, tilt them in and out and then move them
slowly back to their previous position. This drill attempted to elicit any possible reaction the SB-10 might be planning to take. Although the SB-10 started to close its distance with the HGE when it saw the docking legs were being lowered, its maneuvers generally were no different from any previously conducted.

On 6 August, the SB-10 again maneuvered completely around the HGE, closing to a distance of 75 yards. The Glomar Explorer gave a flashing light signal to warn the SB-10 to keep clear because it was "maneuvering with difficulty."

The SB-10 was considered to have a limited shallow-water diver capability normally used to support submarine contingency situations and minor salvage roles. The capability indicated that both hard-hat and Scuba divers were trained to perform hull inspection and repairs under controlled conditions at depths of less than 30 feet. However, headquarters did not believe Soviet tug personnel would have the training or experience to accomplish the extremely dangerous task of underwater reconnaissance of the HGE. The divers could easily be observed, and the risk of injury or death in open ocean near an unknown objective would be so great as to be unacceptable. The Mission Director and his advisors had in any case devised a few simple shin maneuvers to counter possible Soviet divers without endangering AT 2135, the SB-10 approached the HGE within 75 yards on the starboard beam. The HGE sent a signal to the SB-10 to keep clear. The Soviet ship backed off, sounded three long blasts of her whistle and went around the stern of the HGE still at a distance.

The lifting operation had become more comfortable. Pressure in the hydraulic power units was dropping and had fallen to almost a routine level. Each double of pipe removed meant about 15 tons less load on the system. No one was relaxing, but there was a sense arising that we were, indeed, going to make it.
of about 75 yards. The SB-10 crew members were observed waving. The ship appeared to be headed for Petropavlovsk, and by 2238 hours was fading from the HGE’s radar screen. Its departure marked the end of a close surveillance of the HGE which had lasted 13 days and 16 hours.

A touch of irony was that as the SB-10 broke off its last close-in surveillance, the recovered G-722 submarine below the HGE. One can only conjecture the reaction and chagrin of Soviet authorities when they later realized that two Soviet Navy ships were on the scene and, in effect, witnessed the recovery operation against their lost submarine.

(b)(1) sent on 6 August reported problems that the recovery team were then encountering. For example, the heavy-lift system had a leaking seal on the upper yoke, and sticking isolation valves were making the system dangerous; three hydraulic pumps had blown manifolds, and difficulty was being experienced keeping them running at the proper pressure. Other problems occurred and were corrected as quickly as possible so that recovery could proceed. All this was transmitted virtually as a matter of routine in a status report on engineering matters rather than an emotional litany of calamities, as might have occurred in such a stressful situation.

(b)(1)

No radioactive contamination had been detected as yet.

(b)(1)

While the water was being pumped out and before shoring began, an inspection team checked its target for nuclear contamination. Evidence of plutonium was found. Later as the inspection and exploitation continued, the contamination was apparently primarily from one or more of the nuclear torpedoes whose high explosive had detonated without creating a nuclear explosion—the war heads were “one point safe.” Fortunately, the plutonium was in a hydroxide form and thus there was little danger of airborne particulate.

(b)(1)

The recovery phase of the AZORIAN mission was finished on 9 August. In an overt commercial message to “Summa headquarters” sent via Station KPH, San Francisco, the HGE advised it had completed “Event 36-A,” a prearranged code for
the recovery phase. Previously, other major events had been coded sequentially to keep headquarters informed on mission progress. In accord with the AZORIAN cover plan, mention also was made that damage analysis of the “nodule collector vehicle” was still progressing.

Despite a certain amount of apprehension because of the past and potential future presence of Soviet ships at the recovery site and a desire to move away from the area as soon as possible, decided that all residual actions, such as recovery of the wave rider buoys, should be completed. After all, the buoys cost about $25,000, and he also pointed out that their situation would not be improved appreciably by limping away from the site before completing all that had to be done. If the Soviet Navy were inclined to challenge the HGE, the ship could not outrun them. Thus, carried out the HGE cover role as a commercial mining research ship according to plan.

The HGE sent an overt commercial message on 10 August, ostensibly to Summa, stating that every effort was being made to determine whether repair of the nodule collector vehicle could be made at sea. At that time, the ship was continuing its course toward a prearranged site in the direction of Midway where, under the cover plan, a decision would be made as to whether it was necessary to enter Midway.

On 11 August, the HGE sent another overt commercial message indicating it was changing its destination to a new site and that repairs to the “nodule collector vehicle” would take at least 30 days.

The Soviet tug left. We were going to be able to do the telltale pumpdown operation without surveillance. Our cover story had held: the Soviets had been fooled. Now we could anticipate seeing our prize without being concerned about sharing it with the owner.

Everyone wanted to get the first glimpse of the target. Those of us waiting anxiously on deck received a reward of a different type. Bobbing up to the surface (luckily in the well) was a brimming full Jerry-can of torpedo juice. It had travelled over three miles to the bottom and back and been subjected to pressures of over 7000 pounds per square inch without spilling a drop.

The Mission Director and his team viewed the scene from a balcony-like portion of the ladder which led down to the well gates. Radiation monitors had reported readings 5 times background even at this distance. We knew that we were in for a nasty time. Some of the earlier excitement of the mission was returning to “the exploitation party. There was going to be difficult—the jumbled hulk was not going to reveal its secrets easily.
necessary to go to Midway. A decision was made by headquarters that the ship would proceed instead to Lahaina Roads off the Island of Maui, Hawaiian Islands, where a crew change could be made. A special exploitation team to recover, process, and package the intelligence items also would board in Hawaii.

The HGE sent a commercial message on 12 August for cover reasons stating that the "nodule collector vehicle" would be ready for inspection and commencement of repair work upon arrival at Site 130-1, which was Lahaina Roads. Arrangements were made for an inspection team from Washington to examine purposes, Paul Reeve, General Manager, Summa Ocean Mining Division, would lead this team aboard ship. Meanwhile, a series of personal messages were sent from crew members not under cover to make arrangements for relatives and friends to meet them either in Honolulu or on the West Coast.

The HGE arrived and anchored at Lahaina Roads at 1430 local time, 16 August. The mission crew was relieved by the exploitation crew in the evening, and Paul Reeve and the engineering inspection group also boarded the HGE at that time. In Hawaii, the Honolulu Advertiser newspaper featured a front page article on the HGE and the Summa mining venture.

On the 17th of August, the Summa office at Honolulu maintained its cover image by sending a message via RCA, San Francisco to its home office advising that the crew change went smoothly.

The HGE was initially anchored approximately one mile south of the Lahaina Roads sea buoy, but that morning it shifted anchorage to a point eight miles south of Lahaina Roads buoy, approximately five miles off shore.

Looking back on the AZORIAN operation, remarked that he was extremely grateful for the advice and confidence he received from William Colby, Director of Central Intelligence, immediately prior to the HGE departure on the AZORIAN mission in June. Colby told him he was fully aware of what it meant to operate in the field and that the officer-in-charge at the scene of action is usually much more aware of a given situation than someone back at headquarters. Therefore, Colby said, he wanted to assure the Mission Director that he was to use his own good judgment in critical situations as long as he was adhering to the basic guidelines of the directives and plans which governed the operation. In looking back to that challenging, demanding, and very difficult experience, recounted that he took this advice gratefully and literally.

Thus, the long saga of AZORIAN came to a conclusion as the HGE rested at anchor in the Hawaiian Islands, more than six years since the Soviet G-II-class submarine 722 sank in the Northwest Pacific Ocean. The efforts to locate the site of the sinking and to conceive, develop, build, and deploy the HGE system stretched almost as long in time, beginning in mid-1968. And the success that was achieved depended, in the end, on the combined skills of a multitude of people in government and industry who together forged the capability that made it possible to proceed with such an incredible project.

As the operational phase of AZORIAN ended, the important task of exploiting the intelligence information began. After preliminary examination aboard the HGE, 
The news media leak in the *Los Angeles Times* in February 1975, however, culminating in Jack Anderson's decision to expose the project on national TV and radio in March 1975, and no doubt intended as a message to us—the Soviets reacted immediately to the disclosure and assigned one of their ships to sit and monitor the site of their lost submarine, which had then become known to them.

One of the most difficult exercises is to apply the cost-benefit principle to a specific intelligence operation. This is particularly true of Project AZORIAN. During its early stages of planning, Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard and his fellow ExCom members and other senior officials were wrestling with projected costs of the program and evaluating the technical risks involved. Lifting a submarine weighing approximately 1,750 tons from a depth of 16,500 feet had never been attempted or accomplished anywhere before. Packard contended if they were to wait until all the risks were eliminated, the project would never get under way. The resulting decision to move ahead with the plan to recover the Soviet submarine was courageous, carefully considered, and intangibly beneficial: a government or organization too timid to undertake calculable risks in pursuit of a proper objective would not be true to itself or to the people it serves.

To attempt to evaluate Project AZORIAN in terms of cost benefits, one must consider not only the immediate intelligence gained but the broader aspects and achievements as well.

For example, the state-of-the-art in deep-ocean mining and heavy-lift technology was advanced in a major way. AZORIAN produced an advanced deep-ocean system with important future economic, political, and strategic potential for the United States. The need for such a capability is well-documented in the United Nations Law-of-the-Sea Negotiations. As this article is published, a private consortium of companies, including Lockheed, Global Marine, Standard Oil of Indiana, and Royal Dutch Shell, are readying the *Hughes Glomar Explorer* for use in deep-ocean mining operations to begin late in the fall of 1978. Also, a number of government agencies
have been planning future use of the *Glomar Explorer* for other deep-ocean projects compatible with her unique characteristics.

As a final note, we can find tangible proof in such projects as AZORIAN that the intelligence profession is dynamic and alive—keeping pace with the rapid advances of science and technology, and applying the proper mixture of tradecraft to these advances to make them serve our purposes and yield the information this country needs.